Although hybridization has played an important role in the evolution of many species, 26 phylogenetic reconstructions that include hybridizing lineages have been historically 27 constrained by the available models and data. Recently, the combined development of high-28 throughput sequencing and evolutionary network models offer new opportunities for 29 phylogenetic inference under complex patterns of hybridization in the context of incomplete 30 lineage sorting. Restriction site associated DNA sequencing (RADseq) has been a popular 31 sequencing technique for evolutionary reconstructions of close relatives in the Next 32 Generation Sequencing (NGS) era. However, the utility of RADseq data for the 33 reconstruction of complex evolutionary networks has not been thoroughly discussed. Here, we 34 used new molecular data collected from diploid perennial Medicago species using single-35 digest RADseq to reconstruct evolutionary networks from gene trees, an approach that is 36 computationally tractable with datasets that include several species and complex patterns of 37 hybridization. Our analyses revealed that complex network reconstructions from RADseq-38 derived gene trees were not robust under variations of the assembly parameters and filters. 39 Filters to exclusively select loci with high phylogenetic information created datasets that 40 retrieved the most anomalous topologies. Conversely, alternative clustering thresholds or 41 filters on the number of samples per locus affected the level of missing data but had a lower 42 impact on networks. When most anomalous networks were discarded, all remaining network 43 analyses consistently supported a hybrid origin for M. carstiensis and M. cretacea. 44 45 46
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Step 3 144 removed amplification duplicates and then clustered reads within each sample according to a 145 clustering threshold. This step tries to identify all the reads that map to the same locus within 146 each sample. As we used the de novo + reference method, the M. truncatula reference was 147 used to identify homology, and then the remaining unmatched sequences were clustered with 148 the standard de novo ipyrad pipeline. Because phylogenetic results are known to be sensitive 149 to the similarity threshold employed in step 3 for within-sample and step 6 (see below) for (Table 2) .
Step 4 153 jointly estimated the error rate and heterozygosity to differentiate "good" reads from 154 sequencing errors.
Step 5 called the consensus of sequences within each cluster.
Step 6 155 clustered consensus sequences across samples.
Step 7 filtered the data and wrote output files. 156
In step 7 we applied filters for the maximum number of indels per locus (8) To evaluate the effect of missing data on network inference, for each assembly we generated 159 datasets with two alternative values for the minimum number of samples per locus 160
("minimum taxon coverage" -min-parameter, 4 and 10). The effect of locus variation on 161 networks was tested by generating datasets with two alternative values for the minimum 162 number of parsimony-informative sites (PIS parameter, 4 and 10). We saved the data in the 163 ipyrad format (*.loci) that was later on transformed in individual alignment files per locus in 164 the phylip format using a custom R script. We obtained 20 RADseq datasets under different 165 combinations of assembly parameters and filters described above ( showed marked differences (Fig. 1) . A hybrid origin was recovered for all species (excluding 196 the outgroup species, M. truncatula) at least in one of the 20 best species networks (Table 3) The RADseq datasets that retrieved the highest distances from the "core" set of networks 204
were those that were computed with datasets filtered to contain only the most variable loci 205 (PIS10 filter, see Fig. 2 ). In general, these datasets contained a low number of loci and short 206 concatenated sequence lengths. The PCoA did not show a marked effect of the filter on the 207 minimum number of samples per locus (min filter) or the use alternative clustering thresholds 208 (clust parameter). 209
After excluding datasets with the PIS10 filter, a hybrid origin was recovered for eight species 
Discussion

215
Our empirical comparison among networks computed from the RADseq datasets reveal some 216 general patterns in how assembly parameters and filters influence complex evolutionary 217 network reconstructions from gene trees. Our study shows that RADseq datasets with a low 218 number of loci retrieve the most atypical network topologies, regardless the high phylogenetic 219
information contained in the loci. The RADseq networks that were the closest to the core set 220 of networks were those that assembled the highest number of loci with very little impact on 221 the clustering threshold or the minimum number of samples per locus and therefore with very 222 little impact on the level of missing data. In general RADseq datasets showed low robustness 223 (different best network topologies) under variation of the assembly parameters and filters. The pseudo-likelihood method of Yu and Nakhleh (2015) is also attractive because it does not 235 require heavy computational resources. Nevertheless its use on RADseq data may produce 236 misleading results without a proper evaluation of the optimal assembly parameters and filters. 237
In phylogenetic analysis with RADseq, it is particularly challenging to establish general 238 criteria for determining the assembly parameters that maximize the number of orthologous 239 RAD sequences between samples and filtering parameters that retain loci with the optimal 240 level of missing data or phylogenetic information. It has been suggested that low phylogenetic 241 resolution of loci may constrain the identification of hybrids because poorly resolved gene 242 trees, constructed from markers with limited sequence divergence between species, are likely 243 to be uninformative in tracing the reticulate history of species ( 
Conclusions
300
Here we inferred a hybrid origin for M. carstiensis and M. cretacea using RADseq data and a 301 maximum pseudo-likelihood approach for network inference from gene trees. We observed 302 that loci number had an important impact on network reconstruction from RADseq-gene trees, 303
whereas the clustering threshold used in the data assembly or a filter on taxon coverage had a 304 lower impact on network inference. Future research on methods that explore the parameter 305 space for optimal assembly parameters and filters may be required to obtain a clear 306 phylogenetic picture of all diploid perennial Medicago species and to consider these 307 approaches sufficiently robust for their standard use in the phylogenetics community. 308 309 Tables   310  Table 1 . Information on the Medicago samples used in the present study. 311
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